PRITY DIR INFO PRITY WAVE CITE HAVA 7304

JMZIP

REF WAVE 2461 (IN 21866)

1. SUBJ REF OR HIS ALLEGED GROUP NOT INVOLVED IN EXFILTRATION OF SOTUS WHICH HANDLED ENTIRELY BY HAVA STATION ASSETS.

2. [PADILLA] AND TWO SERGEANTS TURNED OVER TO AMBANG-2 WHO DELIVERED THEM TO MRP GROUP FOR SAFEKEEPING. ARRANGEMENTS FOR TURN OVER MADE BY HAVA STATION.

3. SUGGEST SUBJ REF BE QUERIED IN DETAILED RE "GROUP" (WHICH MUST BE MRP). DETERMINE IF POSSIBLE REASON SUBJ NOT WORKING THROUGH HIS MRP ORGANIZATION. QUERY DOES DIR AND WAVE DESIRE SUBJ NAME CHECKED WITH MRP REPR IN HAVA.
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